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Cactus UniView changes name
to Cactus Utilities and gets new CEO.
Cactus would like to welcome Elisabet Svensson as the new CEO. At the same time, Cactus
UniView is changing it’s name to Cactus Utilities. The current CEO, Fredrik Bergström, will take
place in the board of Cactus Utilities and will work operationally with strategy and development
primarily for business area railway.

A new CEO
Elisabet Svensson comes from the consulting company Consat, where she has been a technology area
manager in IT and Mobility. Elisabet has a long and proven ability to lead people, drive product
development and achieve satisfied customers.
–

With Elisabet as CEO, Segersta is assured that the Cactus DNA is maintained. We also acquire
new energy and skills that will eventually take us on export, says Lovisa Öhnell, Chairman
of the Board.

–

Operations, the company's strong history and the employees attracted me to take over from
Fredrik. The company has grown with satisfied customers, creating products and services for a
sustainable development that makes the work extra meaningful. Since existing customers are the
lifeblood of the company, I will be booking many customer visits when I take office. In addition,
my task is to strengthen Cactus’ geographic expansion and organic growth, says Elisabet Svensson.

UniView changes to Utilities
The new name, Utilities, describes Cactus’ commitment to civic service. Systems that contributes to
safe water, a modern railway and a sustainable energy supply.
The brand Cactus derives from the early 80s. In 2010 we added the name UniView to mark the
merger of Radius Control Systems AB. We are now entering a new phase, with continued growth
and a new operational system (SCADA/DCS), that makes it fitting to upgrade our name.

Cactus Utilities
In Sweden, Cactus is the market leader for vital infrastructure: half of all Swedes receive their water
by a plant controlled by Cactus. In rail Cactus offers traffic management systems, which are used by
the Swedish Transport Administration, StorStockholms Lokaltrafik and Lokaltog.
More information
Lovisa Öhnell, Chairman of the board, Cactus Utilities AB, +46 707 97 91 90,
lovisa.ohnell@segersta.eu Elisabet Svensson, CEO, Cactus Utilities AB, +46 31 86 97 38,
elisabet.svensson@cactus.se
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